
An Invariant for Subfactors in the von Neumann Algebraof a Free Groupby Florin R�adulescu12Dedicated to the Anniversary of Professor Richard V. KadisonAbstract In this paper we are considering a new invariant for subfac-tors in the von Neumann algebra L(Fk) of a free group. This invariantis obtained by computing the Connes' � invariant for the enveloping vonNeumann algebra of the iteration of the Jones' basic construction for thegiven inclusion. In the case of the subfactors considered in [Po2], [Ra1]this invariant is easily computed as a relative � invariant, in the formconsidered in [Kaw].As an application we show that, contrary to the case of �nite group ac-tions (or more general G-kernels) on the hyper�nite II1 factor (settled in[Co1], [Oc2], [Jo3]), there exist non outer conjugate, injective homomor-phisms (i.e two Z2-kernels) from Z2 into Out(L(Fk)), with non-trivialobstruction to lifting to an action on L(Fk). Moreover, the algebraic in-variants ([Co2]) do not distinguish between these two Z2-kernels. Also,there exists two non-outer conjugate, outer actions of Z2 on L(Fk)
Rthat are neither almost inner or centrally trivial.The aim of the present paper is to propose a new invariant for subfactors in thevon Neumann algebra of a free group.The invariant. Given A � B an inclusion of type II1 factors, of �nite index, welet B1 be the enveloping algebra for the tower of algebras in the (iterated) Jones'sbasic construction ([Jo1]) for A � B. Then�(B1) � Out (B1)is a conjugacy invariant for A � B.Here, for a type II1 factor M , �(M) denotes the Connes' invariant for M([Co4]). The �(M) invariant was introduced by Connes ([Co4]) in connection with1Permanent Address: Dept of Mathematics, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52246, U.S.A2Member of the Institute of Mathematics, Romanian Academy, Str. Academiei 14, Bucharest,Romania Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2a breakthrough construction that showed the existence of a type II1 factor notanti-isomorphic to itself (thus giving a negative answer to Sakai's problem on theexistence of type II1 factors not coming from discrete groups).We will show that for the subfactors in free group algebras, considered in [Ra1](or for those considered in [Po2]), this invariant may be computed and it coincideswith the relative form of the invariant � ([Kaw]) for an associated pair of hyper�nitefactors.Using the full strength of this invariant (which comes, as in [Co3], by considering�(B1) as a subgroup in Out(B1) = Aut(B1)=Int(B1), rather than as an abstractabelian group (see also [Jo2], [JS],[Su], [St])), we obtain, as an application, thatthe classi�cation theory for �nite group actions (and for G-kernels) on type II1factors, such as L(Fk)(the von Neumann algebra of a free group Fk), is di�erentfrom the corresponding classi�cation theory on the hyper�nite II1 factor ([Co1],[Co2],[Oc2],[Jo3]).Theorem. There exists two injective homomorphisms from Z2into Out(L(Fk)),for any k 2 Z; k � 2, non-liftable to an action of Z2on L(Fk)(i.e two Z2-kernels onL(Fk)with non-trivial obstruction) that are not outer conjugate (in Out) and forwhich all the algebraic invariants ([Co1],[Jo3]) coincide.Explicitly, this means that there exist two (non-inner) automorphisms �i; i = 1; 2on L(Fk), having non conjugate images (of order two) in Out (L(Fk)). Moreover,both automorphisms are not liftable to actions of Z2 on L(Fk). The last statementmeans precisely that �2i = Ad gi and �i(gi) = �gi; where gi = g+i � g�i , with g�iprojections of trace 1/2 in L(Fk) (see [Co2],[Jo3]).Note also that for actions of in�nite cyclic groups on the von Neumann algebraof a free group with in�nitely many generators, by [Ph], the actions obtained bymultiplying the generators by complex numbers of modulus 1 are distinguished(modulo outer conjugacy) by the topology induced on Z from Aut L(F1).For free groups with �nitely many generators or for �nite cyclic groups the abovearguments will not work. For example all Z2 actions on L(F2) that are obtained bymultiplying the generators with �1 or by switching the generators, are conjugatevia elements in Aut L(F2), which belong to the image of the O(2) action on L(F2),considered in [Vo2].



3As a corollary we obtain that for the classi�cation theory for subfactors in freegroup factors the usual invariants from the hyper�nite subfactors theory are notsu�cient. That is, we may produce a pair of inclusions in L(FN ) of �nite index, forwhich all the usual invariants are identical, but which, by looking at the invariantwe have just introduced, are distinct.Corollary. There exist two non-conjugate, �nite depth subfactors in L(Fk) havingthe same higher relative commutant invariants, and hence the same paragroups([Oc1], [Jo1], [Po1]).The main technical ingredients used in proving this results are contained in thefollowing statements:Corollary (4). Let C = (A � B � C;A � C � D) be an extremal commutingsquare ([Po1]) of �nite dimensional algebras, which is �-Markov ([Po1,We]), (i.e.there exist a �-Markov trace, in the sense of Jones ([Jo1]) for C � A, which restrictsto a �-Markov trace for D � B). By ([Ra1]) the inclusion(L(Fk)
D) �D C � (L(Fk)
B) �B Ais a �nite index inclusion of type II1 factors (that are isomorphic to L(FN ) forsome N > 1).Let A1 be the enveloping von Neumann algebra in the tower of algebras in theiterated Jones's basic construction of the above inclusion. Let B1 � A1 be the en-veloping von Neumann algebras in the tower of algebras in the iterated Jones's basicconstruction for the inclusions D � B and respectively C � A. Let �(B1; A1) bethe relative � invariant ([Kaw]) for the inclusion of hyper�nite factors B1 � A1.Then �(A1) = �((L(Fk)
 B1) �B1 A1) �= �(B1; A1):Theorem (21). Let R1 � R0 be the inclusion of type II1 factors correspondingto the cross product by the action of Z4 corresponding to a Z2 kernel that can't belifted to an action of Z2. We assume that the spectral projections, correspondingto the selfadjoint unitary realizing the obstruction to lifting, have trace 1=2. LetA = (L(Fk) 
 R�1) �R�1 R0. Let N be the subfactor constructed in [Jo2], havingthe � invariant isomorphic to Z2 � Z2.With the above notation, N is not isomorphic to A = (L(Fk)
 R�1) �R�1 R0:



4Theorem (22). Let N be the factor constructed in [Jo2]. Then there exist subalge-bras A � B in N so that A is isomorphic to L(Fk), B is the cross product Ao� Z4,where � is a Z2-kernel on A with non-trivial obstruction (to lifting). Moreover Nis the enveloping algebra for the inclusion A � B.In a forthcoming paper we will carry out the analysis above to more general,�nite abelian groups. It is plausible that an invariant of the type considered in thisnote could be used to settle Kadison's problem in [Ka] (see also Sakai's book, [Sa],Problem 4.4.44) on the isomorphism class of the algebras associated to free groups.This paper is an extended version of a previous note by the author in ComptesRendu Acad. Sci. Paris in 1993 ([Ra2])Acknowledgment. We are indebted to D. Bisch, V. F. R. Jones, S. Popa and toD. Voiculescu for useful comments on this paper.0. De�nitionsFor u a unitary inM we denote by AdMu (or whenM is clear from the context weuse simply the notation Adu) the inner automorphism de�ned by AdMu(x) = uxu�.We let Int (M) be the closure of the group of inner automorphisms of M , Int (M),in the pointwise, weak convergence topology on M . Let Ct (M) be the set ofall automorphisms � of M that have the property that jj�(xn) � xnjj2 �! 0;whenever xn; n 2 Z is a central sequence in M (i.e a bounded sequence in M withjj[xn; y]jj2 �! 0 for any y 2M . Connes' invariant ([Co3]) is de�ned as follows:�(M) = (Ct (M) \ Int (M))=Int (M):If M is a McDu� factor (i. e. M �= M 
 R, where R is the hyper�nite II1 factor)then �(M) is the center of the the group Out(M) = Aut(M)=Int(M). Let N �Mbe an inclusion of �nite, separable von Neumann algebras. We recall the de�nitionsfrom [Kaw]. We let Int(N;M) be the set of all inner automorphisms of M that areimplemented by unitaries in N . Let Ct(N;M) is the set of all automorphisms ofM , leaving N invariant and acting asymptotically trivial on central sequences forM that are contained in N .



5Let N � M be an inclusion of separable, �nite von Neumann algebras and let�(N;M) be the relative � invariant ([Kaw]) for the inclusion N �M :�(N;M) = (Ct(N;M) \ Int (N;M))=Int (N;M);0. Outline of the proofsThe idea of our construction is as follows. Let N;M be �nite von Neumannalgebras so that the centers of N and M have trivial intersection. We will �rstuse the technique, borrowed from Sakai's proof on the non-existence of non-trivial,central sequences in a free group factor, to show that for any amalgamated freeproducts (of the type of those �rst considered in [Po2]) of the form A = L(Fk) 
N) �N M , the central sequences in A are asymptotically contained in M .By using this and the results from Jones's paper [Jo4], we are able to prove thatthe � invariant �(A) may be identi�ed with the relative form of the � invariant�(N;M) considered in [Kaw]. Also in this correspondence, the obstruction to liftingfor various elements in the � groups are preserved.Let C = (D � B � A;D � C � A) be an extremal commuting square witha � Markov trace. Let B1 � A1 be the index � subfactor associated with thecommuting square C.In [Ra1] we proved thatNC = (L(Fk)
D) �D C �MC = (L(Fk)
 B) �B A;is an index � inclusion of free group factors, so that the enveloping von Neumannalgebra of the iteration of the Jones's basic construction for the inclusion NC �MCis (L(Fk)
 B1) �B1 A1:By combining this with the result we presented above, it means that the �invariant for the inclusion NC �MC is�(B1;A1):We want to prove that this invariant is �ne enough to distinguish between sub-factors in free group factors, which have the same invariants coming from the higherrelative commutants (i. e. the same paragroup [Oc1]).



6 Let � be an outer Z2 kernel on the hyper�nite II1 factor that can not be liftedto an action of Z2 on R. By the methods developed by Connes in [Co2] this meansthat �2 = AdRg for some selfadjoint unitary g in R and that �(g) = �g. We willalso assume (which is always possible by [Co2]) that the spectral projections of ghave trace 1=2.We will consider the commuting square C�, which by iteration of the Jones'sbasic construction yields an inclusion of the form R � R o� Z4. Then it is easyto see that the inclusion NC� �MC� associated with this subfactor is equivalent toan inclusion of the form L(Fk) � L(Fk) o�0 Z4, where �0 is a Z2 kernel on L(Fk)with exactly the same properties as �. Moreover, the enveloping algebra for theinclusion NC� �MC� is then isomorphic toA = (L(Fk)
R) �R (Ro� Z4):An explicit computation of the relative invariant �(R;Ro� Z4) allows to provethat �(A) is, as an abstract group, isomorphic to Z2 � Z2. Moreover, for exactlyone copy of Z2 in �(A), which we will denote by �, there is no obstruction to liftingit to a morphism of Z2 into Aut(A).We analyze the factor B = Ao�Z2 and show that the dual action �̂ is decomposedas � = s1s2, where s1 is in Int(B), while s2 is in Ct(B). Moreover, for a selfadjointunitary h in B we have that(*) s2i = AdBh; si(h) = �h; i = 1; 2:Now we consider the subfactor N introduced in [Jo2] by analogy with ([Co5]).Then N has also the property that that �(N) is, as an abstract group, isomorphicto Z2�Z2. Moreover, for exactly one copy of Z2 in �(N), which we will denote by, there is no obstruction to lifting it to morphism of Z2 into Aut(N).We consider (following [Co4]) the factor N o Z2 and show that here the dualaction ~ on the cross product is also decomposed as ~ = s1s2, where s1 belongs toInt(N o Z2), while s2 belongs to Ct(NoZ2). This time there exist two selfadjointunitaries f1; f2 in N o Z2 so that(**) t2i = Ad[NoZ2]fi; ti(fj) = (�1)i�j+1fj ; i; j = 1; 2:



7The relations (�) and (��), by the theory of invariants for �nite group actionson type II1 factors ([Jo3]), prevents one to obtain t1; t2, by a unitary cocycleperturbation, from s1; s2.Since the algebras B, N o Z2 are canonically associated with A and N , as ares1; s2 and, respectively t1; t2, this shows that the factors N , A can't be isomorphic.Moreover, by using Voiculescu's random matrix picture, the factor N is theenveloping von Neumann algebra in the iteration of the Jones's basic constructionof an inclusion of the form L(Fk) � L(Fk)o�00 Z4, where �00 is a Z2 kernel on L(Fk)with similar properties as �0.The fact that the algebras A and N are not isomorphic shows exactly that �0and �00 are not cocycle conjugate (although the two kernels have exactly the samealgebraic invariants considered in [Jo3]).1. Computations of the invariant for some subfactors of free group factorsThe following lemma is essentially contained in Lemma 4.3.3 in [Sa] (which provesthe absence of non-trivial central sequences in free group factors).Lemma 1. Let N � M be a pair of separable, �nite von Neumann algebras. As-sume that N;M have centers with trivial intersection. Let A be the von Neumannalgebra reduced free product A = (L(Fk)
N) �N M;which by [Po2] is a type II1 factor.Let gi; i = 1; 2 are two of the k generators in Fkand let jjxjj2 = �(x�x), x 2 A where � is the trace on A. Let EAN be the normal,faithful, conditional expectation from A onto N .Then A has the property thatjjEAN (y)� yjj2 � 14maxi=1;2 jj[g�1i ; y]jj2:In particular all central sequences in A are asymptotically contained in N .Proof. We will follow closely the proof of Lemma 4.3.3 in the book of Sakai.For the sake of completeness we will repeat the argument by using our notations.



8According to Chapter 3 in [Po2] any element x in the amalgamated free product(L(Fk)
N) �N M is a sum of elements of the formm0w1m1w2:::wNml; l 2 N ; wi 2 Fknfeg; i = 1; 2; :::; l;where m1;m2; :::;ml�1 are elements in M 	N , while m0;ml are either 1 or in N .Moreover one of the terms in the sum may be in N . The di�erent choices (for thenumber of indices or for the elements in Fk) will give orthogonal terms with respectto the canonical trace ([Po2], Prop. 3.1) on (L(Fk) 
N) �N M . Hence the abovesum is an orthogonal sum in the Hilbert space associated with (L(Fk)
N) �N M .Let S be the index set for the above sum (that is for di�erent elements in S weget orthogonal elements). Denote by 1 the element corresponding to N in S. Notethat multiplying elements in S with elements in Fk, to the left or to the right, is awell de�ned operation on S.Fix an element y in (L(Fk)
N)�NM . For s in S denote by ys the component ofy belonging to the subspace indexed by s. For a subset F in S, let �(F ) be the sumof the squares of the Hilbert norms of the components of y that belong to F (e.g.Ps2F jjysjj2� ). In particular jj�(Sn1)jj2� is equal, according to the above de�nitionto C2 = jjy �EN (y)jj2:We let F be the subset of all elements in the index set S that correspondto elements that end in a nontrivial power of g1. Then we will have that S =[g�11 Fg1 [ F [ f1g and moreover the sets F; g�12 Fg2, g2Fg�12 are disjoint in Sn1.As in Lemma 4.3.3 in ([Sa]), �x�2 > maxi=1;2fXs2S jj(yg�1i sg�1i � ys)jj2�g= maxi=1;2fjjy � g�1i yg�1i jj2�g:Thenj�(F )� �(giFg�1i )j = j�(F )1=2 � �(giFg�1i )1=2jj�(F )1=2 + �(giFg�1i )1=2j:The second factor on the left hand side of the previous equality is clearly less than2C.



9For the �rst factor, we note that� > [Xs2S jj(ygisg�1i � ys)jj2� ]1=2= jjXs2F(ygisg�1i � ys)jj2�� j jjXs2F ygisg�1i jj� � jjXs2F ysjj� j= j(Xs2F jjygisg�1i jj2� )1=2 � (Xs2F jjysjj2� )1=2j = j�(giFg�1i )1=2 � �(F )1=2j:Similarly � > j�(g�1i Fgi)1=2 � �(F )1=2j:Thus, j�(F )� �(giFg�1i )j < 2C�:Hence �(giFg�1i ) < �(F ) + 2C�. Consequently,C2 � �(giFg�1i ) + �(F ) � 2(�(F ) + s�);and hence �(F ) > C22 � C�:Since, g2Fg�12 , g�12 Fg2 and F are disjoint subsets of Snf1g we get thatC2 � �(g�12 Fg2) + �(g2Fg�12 ) + �(F ) > C2 � 7C�:This, by ([Sa]), completes the proof.In the next proposition we use the methods in ([Jo5]) to prove that the Connes's �invariant may be computed for certain amalgamated, free products of von Neumannalgebras. In particular the invariant will be non-zero for some of this algebras.Proposition 2. Let N � M be a pair of separable, hyper�nite von Neumannalgebras. Assume that the centers of N;M have trivial intersection. LetA = (L(Fk)
N) �N M:



10By ([Po2]) the von Neumann algebra A is a type II1 factor. Then, the Connes'sinvariant �(A) is determined by the initial inclusion N �M .The � invariant may be explicitly computed as �((L(Fk)
N)�NM) �= �(N;M):Moreover in this identi�cation, the corresponding elements in �(A) and �(N;M)have the same obstructions to lifting from the quotient.Note that if the inclusion N �M is stable (i. e. isomorphic to N
R �M
R),then A is a McDu� factor (i. e. A �= A
R).The proof will is a clear consequence of the construction in the following propo-sition:Proposition 3. Let N � M be a pair of separable, hyper�nite von Neumannalgebras. Assume that the centers of N;M have trivial intersection. Let A =(L(Fk)
N) �N M: Let � : Aut(N;M)! Aut(A) be the application which to everyautomorphism � of M , leaving N invariant, associates the automorphism�(�) = (IdL(Fk) 
 �N ) �N �;(the construction of �(�) is based on Proposition 3.4 in [Po2]).Then � has the following properties�(Int(N;M)) � Int(A); �(Ct(N;M) � Ct(A)and � is continuous in the strong, pointwise convergence topology. Consequently� induces a map �̂ from �(M;N) into �(A). Moreover, �̂ is a surjective isomor-phism.Proof. Let u be any unitary in M , leaving N invariant. Since N commutesin A with the image of L(Fk) it follows that �(AdM (u)) = AdA(u). Hence,�(Int(N;M)) � Int(A):Moreover, because of the previous Lemma, any central sequence in A is asymp-totically contained in N and hence �(�) belongs to Ct(A) if and only if � belongsto Ct(M;N). Moreover, it is obvious that � is continuous in the strongly, pointwiseconvergence topology. Hence � induces indeed a map �̂ from(Ct(N;M) \ Int (N;M))=Int (N;M) into Ct(A) \ Int(A)Int(A) :We check �rst the surjectivity for �̂. Let � belong to Int(A). We recall thefollowing lemma due to Jones



11Lemma. (Lemma 3, [Jo5]) Suppose A � M is a subalgebra (of a �nite von Neu-mann algebra M with a faithful state) with the property that any central sequencefxng satis�es jjEA(xn) � xnjj2 ! 0 (EA is the conditional expectation onto A).Then if � 2 Int(M), there exists a unitary w 2 M and a sequence zn of unitariesin A such that � = Ad(w) limn!1 Ad(zn):By this lemma (and by using the preceding Lemma 1), we �nd that there existunitaries w in A and un in N so that� = AdAw limn!1AdA(un):But then, by the continuity of �, it follows that� = AdAw limn!1�(AdN (un)):Thus � maps Int(M;N) onto Int(A) (modulo Int(A)). Assume that � also belongsto Ct(A). As AdA(w) always belongs to Ct(A), it follows that limn!1 AdA(un)belongs to Ct(A) and hence, by Lemma 1, it follows that limn!1 AdN (un) is inCt(N;M).It remains to show that �̂ is injective. Thus assume that for some � in Ct(N;M)we have that �(�)= AdA(w); for some unitary in A.Since by construction �(�) acts identically on N , it follows that w belongs tothe relative commutant of L(Fk) and thus (by [Po2], Theorem 4.1) that w 2 N , i.ethat � = AdM (w).Corollary 4. Let C = (A � B � C;A � C � D) be an extremal commuting square([Po1]) of �nite dimensional algebras, which is �-Markov ([Po1,We]), (i.e. thereexists a �-Markov trace, in the sense of Jones ([Jo1]) for C � A, which restrictsto a �-Markov trace for D � B). By ([Ra1]) the inclusion(L(Fk)
D) �D C � (L(Fk)
B) �B Ais a �nite index inclusion of type II1 factors (that are isomorphic to L(FN ) forsome N > 1).



12 Let A1 be the enveloping von Neumann algebra in the tower of algebras in theiterated Jones's basic construction of the above inclusion. Let B1 � A1 be theenveloping von Neumann algebras in the tower of algebras in the iterated Jones'sbasic construction for the inclusions D � B and respectively C � A. Note (by[Ra1]) that A1 is isomorphic to (L(Fk)
 B1) �B1 A1. Then�(A1) = �((L(Fk)
 B1) �B1 A1) �= �(B1; A1):2. Computation of �(R;Ro� Z4) for a Z2 kernel � in Outwith nontrivial obstruction to lifting to AutLet R be the hyper�nite, type II1 factor and let � be an action of Z4 into R.We will assume that � de�nes a Z2-kernel, i.e that � de�nes a homomorphism fromZ2 into Out(R). Also we will assume that this Z2-kernel can not be lifted to amorphism from Z2 into Aut(R). By ([Co1]), the fact that � can't be lifted to amorphism into Aut(R) is (uniquely) determined by the following obstruction:Let g be the selfadjoint unitary (i.e g2 = 1) de�ned by �2 = AdRg. The fact thatsuch an unitary exists is warranted by the fact that � de�nes an action of Z2 intoOut. It is easy to observe (see [Co1]) that there exists an order 2 root of the unity� so that �(g) = �g. An obstruction to lifting will exists if and only if � = �1,that is if �(g) = �g.We will also assume that � has the property that the spectral projections of theselfadjoint unitary g have trace 1=2 (in general, again by [Co1], the value of thetraces of the spectral projections of g is an invariant for conjugacy in Aut(R)).In this paragraph we will compute the relative invariant � for an inclusion ofhyper�nite, type II1 factors having the formR � Ro� Z4;with � as above.In particular we will obtain that �(Ro�Z4; R) is, (an abstract group), isomorphicto Z2 � Z2. Moreover, exactly one of the three copies of Z2 has no obstruction tolifting from the quotient. This is to be compared with the case of a Z2 kernel withno obstruction to lifting. In this case, (by [Kaw]), for an order 2 outer action � onR, one has that �(R;Ro� Z2) is also Z2 � Z2.



13We will then apply this result for the commuting square ([Po1], [GHJ], [Oc1])generating the inclusion R � R o� Z4. By considering the inclusion of free groupfactors associated with the commuting square as in Corollary 4, we will deduce thatthe enveloping algebra A for this inclusion has also the property that�(A) �= Z2 � Z2;as abstract groups. Moreover, as a subgroup of Out(A) exactly one of the two copiesof Z2 has no obstruction to lifting to a morphism of Z2 into the automorphism groupof A.Because we will need a very concrete knowledge of the structure of the inclusion�(A) � Out(A), we will introduce a special model (similar the model in [Jo4]) forthe (�nite depth) subfactor R � Ro� Z4.This model will also be used in the last paragraph of this paper, when realizingthe Jones's example ([Jo5]) as an enveloping algebra.The realization of this model is outlined in the following lemma. Some parts ofthe arguments are probably well known in the literature of subfactors. We includethem here for the sake of completeness.Lemma 5. Let (Uk)k2Z is a family of unitaries with four point spectrum so thateach spectral projection for Uk has trace 1=4 and let g = g+ � g� be a selfadjointunitary whose spectral projections g� have trace 1/2. We assume the followingrelations:U4k = 1; k 2 Z; UkgU�k = �g; if k = 0;�1; UkgU�k = g; if k 2 Z=f0;�1gand UkUk+1U�k = p�1Uk+1; k 2 Z:The trace on this algebra generated by these unitaries is speci�ed by requiring thateach non-trivial monomial in the Uk's and g have zero trace).Let (see [Jo3])R�1 = fgU20 ; U1; U2; :::g00 � fg; U0; U1; :::; g00 = R0:Then R�1 � R0 is an inclusion of type II1 factors, of index 4 and the relativecommutant is generated by the (order 2) unitary g.



14 In addition, U0 is normalizing R�1 (i. e. AdR�1(U0) is a (non-inner) auto-morphism of R�1). If � = AdR�1(U0), then �4 = 1 and R0 is the cross productR�1 o� Z4. Clearly �2 = AdR�1(U20 ) = AdR�1(U20 g)and h = U20 g is a selfadjoint unitary in R�1 (with spectral projections of trace1=2) with �(h) = �h. Hence, � de�nes a Z2 kernel into Out(R�1) with nontrivialobstruction to lifting.Moreover the k-th step in the iterated basic construction for this construction is:Rk = fgU2�1:::U2�k; U�k; U�(k�1); :::g00; k � 1:Proof. Clearly � as de�ned in the statement normalizes R�1 by the propertiesof the family (Uk)k2Z and g. Moreover g commutes with R�1 (and generates therelative commutant of R�1 in R0) so that AdR�1(U20 ) = AdR�1(U20 g). Hence,at least algebraically, AdR�1(U0) implements the cross product R�1 o� Z4. Theproperties of the trace, on the family of all (Uk)k2Z and g, prove that this is validwhen one considers also the topology on the algebraic cross product.Also, since AdR0(U�1) acts identically on U20 g and on U1; U2; ::: while AdR0(U�1)multiplies U0 by p�1, it follows that AdR0(U�1) implements the dual action of Z4on the cross product R�1 o� Z4.Hence the next step in the iterated basic construction of the inclusion R�1 � R0is R1 = fU�1; g; U0; U1; :::g00 = fgU2�1; U�1; U0; U1; :::g00:The next steps in the basic construction are obtained by adjoining consecutivelythe unitaries U�2; U�3; :::.By using the above description for R1 the notation becomes homogeneous, inthe sense that gU2�1 is a selfadjoint unitary that anti-commutes with U�1 and withU�2. Thus adjoining the unitary U�2 to the algebra R1 we obtain the next step inthe basic construction.To construct a family of unitaries with the properties in the statement one hassimply look for the unitaries implementing the cross products in the iterated basicsteps of an inclusion of the form R � Ro�Z4, where � is an outer kernel of Z2 (withobstruction to lifting: �2 = Adv, v a selfadjoint unitary with spectral projectionsof trace 1=2). The unitary g of order 2 comes from the �rst relative commutant.



15Lemma 6. With the above notations, a downward tunnel ([Po1]) for R�1 � R0 isde�ned as follows R�2 = fgU20U21 ; U2; U3; :::g;R�3 = fgU20U21U22 ; U3; U4; :::gR�k = fgU20U21 :::U2k�1; Uk; Uk+1; :::g:Proof. This in fact clear from the previous step as one can show directly, bythe same method, that R�1 is the �rst basic construction step for the inclusionR�3 � R�2.Lemma 7. With the above notations, a commuting square C� = (D � B �A; D � C � A), generating, by iteration of the basic construction for the in-clusions D � B and C � A the inclusion R�1 � R0 is obtained (by using thenotations in Lemma 6) as follows:D = fgg00 � C = fgU2�1; U�1g00;B = fgU20 ; U0g00 � A = fgU20U2�1; U�1; U0g00:Moreover U0 2 B normalizes A and AdCU20 = AdCg. If we iterate the basicconstruction for the inclusions D � B and C � A we get the algebras Bk; Ak thatare computed explicitly as follows:Bk = fgU20U21 :::U2k ; Uk; Uk�1; :::; U0g00 � Ak = fgU2�1U20 :::U2k ; U�1; Uk�1; :::; U0g00:Hence Bk = R0�k�2\R0 � Ak = R0�k�2\R1: In particular the inclusion B1 � A1is fg; U0; U1; :::g00 � fgU2�1; U�1; U0; U1; :::g00;that is R0 � R1.Proof. We let D = R0�1 \R0 � C = R0�1 \ R1;B0 = B = R0�2 \ R0 � A0 = A = R0�2 \R1;and in general we haveBk = R0k+2 \R0 � Ak = R0k+2 \R1:



16 Recall that R1 = fgU2�1; U�1; U0; U1; :::g00;R0 = fg; U0; U1; :::g00;R�1 = fgU20 ; U1; U2; ::g00;R�2 = fgU20U21 ; U2; U3; :::g00:R�3 = fgU20U21U23 ; U4; :::g00:An easy computation (by using the properties of the family (Uk)k2Z and g givesthe result. This also shows that the commuting square (D � B � A;D � C � A)veri�es the condition to be an extremal commuting square as considered in [Po1],and thus that we may use the theorem in [Ra1]. This ends the proof.In the next lemma we show that if the commuting square C corresponds to thecommuting square C�, then the inclusion obtained by the taking the amalgamatedfree products will also be associated to a cross product.Lemma 8. Let C� = (D � B � A;D � C � A) be de�ned as in the abovelemma. The the free group factor (L(Fk) 
 B) �B A is isomorphic to the crossproduct of (L(Fk) 
 D) �D C by the Z4 action on (L(Fk) 
 D) �D C induced by� = Ad[(L(Fk)
D)�DC]U0. Note that this action is in fact an injective Z2-kernel on(L(Fk)
D) �D C with obstruction -1 to lifting (to Aut)), as �2 = Ad g and g is aselfadjoint unitary in (L(Fk)
D) �D C whose spectral projections have trace 1=2.Moreover, by preceding lemma 3, the enveloping algebra for the above inclusionis A = (L(Fk)
 R�1) �R�1 R0 �= (L(Fk)
R0) �R0 R1.Proof. Denote for simplicity Q = L(Fk). We observe that the unitary U0 in Bhas the property that U0CU�0 is C. Since [U0; Q] = 0 it follows that that U0 belongsto the normalizer N[(Q
B)�BA]((Q
 D) �D C) of (Q
 D) �D C in (Q 
 B) �B A.Moreover, AdC(U20 ) = AdC(g) as[AdC(U20 )](U�1) = �U�1 = [AdC(g)](U�1);AdC(U20 )(g) = g = AdC(g)(g):



17Moreover, as [g;Q] = 0. it follows that the following equality also holds true:Ad[(Q
D)�DC]U20 = Ad[(Q
D)�DC)]g:Finally, it is clear thatfU0; (Q
D) �D Cg00 = (Q
 B) �B A:Moreover, any monomial in (Q
B) �B A may be written by using only one powerof U0. To �nish the proof that � implements the cross product we have to checkthat any monomial m involving a non-zero power of U0 will have zero trace withrespect to the canonical trace on (Q
 B) �B A.Say m = q0c0q1c1:::qi(ciU0)qi+1ci+1:::qncnqn+1;where qi is in Q, qi is not a multiple of the identity and ci is in C.Then by the de�nition of the trace on (Q
 B) �B A, the trace of m is a a sumof products of the form�(c01)�(c02):::�(c0k�1)�(c0kU0)�(c0k+1)::::�(c0p);which is zero.This completes the proof.In the next lemma we compute the relative invariant �(R0; R�1).Lemma 9. (compare with[Oc1], [Kaw], [Lo], [Ch], [Ko]) Let � a Z4 action on acopy R�1 of the hyper�nite II1 factor so that � induces a Z2-kernel on R�1, withobstruction �1 ([Co1]). Let R0 = R�1 o� Z4. Then �(R�1; R0) �= Z2 � Z2:Moreover, for exactly one of the two copies of Z2 in �(R�1; R0), there exists noobstruction to lifting from the quotient.Proof. In fact we will identify precisely also the generators of �(R�1; R0) �=Z2 � Z2: By using the terminology used in the above lemmas, we haveR�1 = fgU20 ; U1; U2; :::g00 � fg; U0; U1; :::; g00 = R0:



18Let g = g+ � g�, with g� projections of trace 1=2. Then, for all complex num-bers �; � of absolute value 1, the following automorphisms AdR0(U i�1),AdR0(U j0 ),AdR0(�g+ + �g�) belong to Ct(R�1; R0). Moreover AdR0(U2�1) = AdR0(g) andhence(1) AdR0(U2�1)AdR0(U20 ) = AdR0(gU20 ) 2 Int(R�1; R0):Moreover(2) [AdR0(U�1);AdR0(U0)] = 0and(3) AdR0(U�1U0)2 = AdR0(gU20 );while(4) AdR0(U�1U0)(gU20 ) = �gU20 ;(since AdR0(U�1U0)(g) = g).The proof of Lemma 9 is split into the steps contained in the statements (10-13)bellow.We will �rst determine the asymptotic inclusion ([Oc2],[Co3]) for the inclusionR�1 � R0.Lemma 10. ([Oc1]) With the notations in [Oc2], [Co2], [MD] and by consideringthe factors R�1 � R0 from the previous lemma, we have that(R�1)! \ R00 � (R0)! \R00;is an inclusion of type II1 factors of index 2.Let � = AdR0(U�1). Then (R�1)! \R00 is the �xed point of the (order 2) actionof (�)! = ((AdR0(U�1))!, restricted to (R0)! \ R00.In particular, by [GHJ], the only non-trivial automorphism of (R0)! \R00 whichis the identity on (R�1)! \ R00 is (�)!.Proof (of the lemma). We clearly have that (AdR0(U�1))2 = AdR0(g) and sinceAdR0(g) is in Ct(R0) as g is in R0 it follows (by [Co2]) that (�)! = ((AdR0(U�1))2)!acts as the identity on (R0)! \ R00. Moreover, since R�1 is the �xed point algebraof the automorphism AdR0(U�1), it follows that (R�1)! \ R00 is the �xed pointalgebra in (R0)! \R00 of �!. Clearly ((AdR0(U�1))! is non-trivial (since otherwise,by [Co2]) it would follow that AdR0(U�1) belongs to Int(R0), which is not the case).This ends the proof of the lemma.



19Corollary 11. The automorphisms in Ct(R0) are of the form(AdR0(U�1))jAdR0(u);for all u in the normalizer NR0(R�1).Proof. Let N �M be an inclusion of hyper�nite, type II1 factors. Consider themap � which associates to any � in Ct(M;N) the corresponding automorphism �!in S = f� 2 Aut(M! \M 0)j �jN!\M 0 = IdN!\M 0g:We claim that the kernel of � consists ofT = fAdM (u) j u 2 NM (N)g:Indeed, (by [Co2]), any element in T is in the kernel of �. Also, by the de�nitionof Ct(M;N) we have that � takes its values into S.Moreover if �! is in the kernel of �, then (by Connes's theorem asserting thatcentrally trivial automorphisms in the hyper�nite II1 factor are the same as innerautomorphisms), it follows that � must be of the form AdM (u) for some unitary uin M . As � is leaving N invariant, it follows that u is in NM (N).The proof is now completed by noticing that in the case N = R�1 and M = R0,by the preceding lemma, the only nontrivial element in S is (AdR0(U�1))!.This completes the proof.In the next lemma we will determine the normalizer NR0(R�1). Note thatfAdR0(U j0 )j j = 1; 2; 3gand fAdR0(�0g+ + �1g�)j�0; �1 2 Tg;are subsets of NR0(R�1).To see that this are all of the generators of NR0(R�1), we �rst note that anyelement u in NR0(R�1) has the property that ugu� = �g (as fgg00 = R0�1 \ R0).Thus, eventually by replacing u by uU0, we may assume that u has the propertythat ugu� = g. With this we obtain:



20Lemma 12. Modulo Int(R0), the group NR0(R�1) is generated by the (commuting)elements fAdR0(U j0 )j j = 1; 2; 3gand fAdR0(�0g+ + �1g�)j �0; �1 2 Tg:Proof. Let u in NR0(R�1) have the property that ugu� = g (conform remarkabove). By ([Po3]), we may describe R�1 � R0 as the following inclusionx �! �x 00 �(x)� 2M2(C ) 
 R�1 �= R0; x 2 R�1;where � is an outer automorphism of R�1 with the property that �2 = AdR�1(h)for some selfadjoint unitary h, with �(h) = �h and whose spectral projections havetrace 1=2.In this description g generates the diagonal algebra inM2(C ). Let u be a unitaryin R0, with ugu� = g: u = �u0 00 u1� ; u0; u1 2 U(R�1):The condition that u normalizes R�1 may be rewritten as:AdR�1u1(�(x)) = �(AdR�1u1(x)); x 2 R�1:Since � is an outer automorphism, this implies in turn thatu1 = ��(u0); for some � 2 T:This means that u = �u0 00 �(u0)�� 1 00 �� = ~u0g1;�:But ~u0 belongs to R�1 (in the above identi�cation).This completes the proof.It remains to determine which elements in the picture described above are asystem of representatives modulo Int(R0; R�1) for �(R0; R�1).



21Corollary 13. The group �(R1; R0) consists of the following elements (represen-tatives modulo Int(R0; R�1)):AdR0(U20 );AdR0(U0U�1);AdR0(U0U3�1); Id:Note that in the above set we may always replace AdR0(U20 ) by AdR0(U2�1).Proof. To do this, we will use Loi's result ([Lo], see also [Ko]) exact sequenceInt(R0; R�1) �! Aut(R0; R�1) �! G:Here G is the set of all automorphisms of R0, �xing a downward tunnel and tracepreserving and that are leaving invariant the set of increasing relative commutantsin the tunnel. Moreover, the elements in G preserve the Jones projections in thetunnel. The image of an element � from Aut(R0; R�1) into G is obtained by correct-ing, (by inner automorphisms), in stages, the automorphism �, so that it preserveseach Jones projection in the downward tunnel (see [Lo] for more details).Let  be the automorphism in Aut(R0; R�1) de�ned by (g) = �g, (Ui) = Ui.It is easily seen that the following formulae hold true:AdR0(U0) =  limn!1AdR0(U�2U�4 :::U�2n);and similarly AdR0(U�1) =  limn!1AdR0(U�1U�3 :::U�2n�1):It is easy to see that the terms involving a limit in the above formula, are exactlythe necessary correction in Int(R0; R�1) to get from AdR0(U�1) and AdR0(U0) theelement  in G. As  is non-trivial (and of order 2) it follows that(AdR0(U�1))i(AdR0(U0))jbelongs to Int(R0; R�1) if and only if i+ j is even.Loi's description of G for our particular inclusion R�1 � R0, shows that for thisinclusion, we have that G = T o Z2. Moreover the setfAdR0(g1;�) j � 2 Tg



22corresponds to the copy of the of T in G , while  corresponds to the generator ofZ2.The fact AdR0(g1;�) doesn't belong to Int(R0; R�1) could in fact be checkeddirectly by using the matrix model for the inclusion for R�1 � R0 as in Lemma 12.We use the notation in Lemma 12. Assume, to get a contradiction, that thereare unitaries un in R�1 so thatAdR0 � 1 00 �� = limn!1AdR0 �un 00 �(un)� :This would imply that limn!1AdR0(un) = IdR0 ;while in the same time the other relation gives thatlimn!1AdR0(�(un)) = �IdR0 :Hence, as � is a Z2 kernel, by ([Co1]), this implies that �2 = 1. Hence forAdR0(g1;�) to belong to Int(R0; R�1), the only possibility is that g1;� be equal tog. By using the formulae (1), (2), (3), (4), this leaves forInt(R�1; R0) \ Ct(RR�1 ; R0)(modulo Int(R�1; R0)) only the possibilities announced in the statement. Note thatAdR0(U2�1) = AdR0(g) = AdR0(U20 ):This ends the proof. The steps outlined in the statements 10-13 complete the proofof Lemma 9.Moreover, the proof shows to us some more precise information about the struc-ture of the group �(R�1; R0) = Z2 � Z2. We collect this information in the nextstatement.



23Corollary 14. Let �(R�1; R0) be the relative � invariant for the inclusion R�1 �R0. Then, as an abstract group we have that �(R�1; R0) = Z2�Z2. Moreover, wehave (AdR0(U2�1))2 = IdR0 ; (AdR0(U0U�1))2 = AdR0(U20 g) 2 Int(R�1; R0):In addition, (AdR0(U0U�1))(U20 g) = �U20 g 2 R�1:Hence for all copies of Z2 in �(R�1; R0) = Z2�Z2 there is an obstruction to liftingfrom Aut(R�1;R0)Int(R�1;R0) to Aut(R�1; R0), except for the one generated by AdR0(U2�1).We translate this into the language of A = (L(Fk)
 R�1) �R�1 R0. We getCorollary 15. Let R1 � R0 be the inclusion of type II1 factors corresponding tothe cross product by the action of Z4 corresponding to a Z2 kernel that can't belifted to an action of Z2. We assume that the spectral projections corresponding tothe selfadjoint unitary realizing the obstruction to lifting have trace 1=2 Let A =(L(Fk) 
 R�1) �R�1 R0. Let �(A) � Out(A) be the Connes's � invariant for A.We use the model for R�1 � R0 outlined in Lemma 5. Then, as an abstract group�(A) is Z2 � Z2. Moreover, the elements of �(A) are (modulo Int(A))AdA(U20 );AdA(U0U�1);AdA(U0U3�1); IdA:In this set, all elements have order 2, but only for the element AdA(U20 ) there existsno obstruction to lifting from Out(A) to Aut(A). Thus AdA(U20 ) gives an (outer)action � on A:In what follows, we will be interested in analyzing the factor Ao� Z2. Note thatbecause � gives the only copy of Z2 in �(A), with no obstruction to lifting, Ao� Z2is an invariant for the factor A.We note the followingRemark 16. Let N �M be �nite, separable, von Neumann algebras whose centershave trivial intersection. Let G be a �nite group acting on M that leaves N invari-ant. Let Q be a type II1 factor. Then G induces an action on C = (Q
N) �N Mand moreover C oG is isomorphic to (Q
 (N oG)) �(NoG) �(M oG):Proof. Let M o G be generated by M and the unitaries (ug)g2G. Clearly thenN o G is generated by N and the unitaries (ug)g2G (which implement the cross



24products). Then the unitaries (ug)g2G commute with Q in (Q
 (N oG)) �(NoG)�(MoG). Clearly then (at least algebraically) the unitaries (ug)g2G are normalizingA in (Q
(NoG))�(NoG)�(MoG). They also implement the corresponding actionon A. In addition any monomial in (Q
 (N oG))�(NoG) �(MoG) may be writtenas a sum of monomials containing just one of the ug (because Q commutes with allof the unitaries (ug)g2G. Moreover the trace on (Q 
 (N o G)) �(NoG) �(M o G)is so that any monomial containing a single unitary ug di�erent from the identity,has zero trace (because of the similar property for the trace on M oG).This completes the proof.In the next proposition we analyze the structure of the cross product A o� Z2(with the notations in Lemma 15.Proposition 17. We use the notations in Lemma 15. Let � be AdR0(U2�1). Then� de�nes an action of Z2 on R0, leaving R�1 invariant. Moreover, � acts identicallyon R�1. We may identifyR0 o� Z2 = fU2�1; g; U0; U1; :::g00;R�1 o� Z2 = fU2�1; gU20 ; U1; :::g00;as subalgebras of R1. The center of R0o�Z2 is generated by U2�1g, while the centerof R�1 o Z2 is generated by U2�1. In particular B = Ao[AdA(U2�1)] Z2 is identi�edwith (L(Fk)
 (R�1 o� Z2)) �R�1o�Z2 (R0 o� Z2)is a type II1 factor.Proof. Clearly the trace condition on the family of all unitaries (Uk)k2Z and gimplies the identi�cation of the cross products as in the statement.Clearly U2�1 commutes with R�1 which is the same as saying that � acts triviallyon R�1. On the other hand U2�1g commutes with g (obvious) but also with U0 andobviously with all others Uk; k � 1. This completes the proof.Lemma 18. We use the above notations. Let s be the dual action of Z2 on thecross product R0 o� Z2. Then s acts as s(U2�1) = �U2�1 and s acts identically onall the other generators for R0, in the list of generators in the previous proposition.



25Then sAdR0o�Z2(U�1U0) belongs to Int(R0 o� Z2; R�1 o� Z2) whileAdR0o�Z2(U�1U0) belongs to Ct(R0 o� Z2; R�1 o� Z2).Proof. Observe that AdR0o�Z2U�1 acts identically on R�1 o� Z2 so thatAdR0o�Z2(U�1) belongs to Ct(R0 o� Z2; R�1 o� Z2).On the other hand AdR0o�Z2(U0) belongs to Ct(R0 o� Z2; R�1 o� Z2).Indeed, recall that AdU0 belongs to Ct(R0; R�1) (from Corollary 11) The typicalcentral sequence for R0 o� Z2 that is asymptotically in R�1 o� Z2, but is notasymptotically in R�1 is fU2�1gU21U23 :::U22n+1gn2Z. But AdU0 acts identically onthis sequence. A similar argument as in Lemma 10 shows that is su�cient to checkthat AdR0o�Z2(U0) belongs to Ct(R0 o� Z2; R�1 o� Z2). We have thatAdR0(U�1U0) = limn!1AdR0(U0U1::::Un) 2 Int(R�1; R0):On the other hand, this will not hold true in R0 o� Z2 (that is, it is not true thatAdR0o�Z2(U�1U0) belongs to Int(R0 o� Z2; R�1 o� Z2) because[AdR0o�Z2(U�1U0)](U2�1) = �U2�1 and U2�1 is in the center of R0 o� Z2. Clearlythe term which corrects this obstruction is the automorphism s which has exactlythe property that s(U2�1) = �U2�1, while accting identically on all other generators.Thus sAdR0o�Z2(U�1U0) belongs to Int(R0 o� Z2; R�1 o� Z2); more preciselysAdR0o�Z2(U�1U0) = limn!1AdR0o�Z2(U0U1::::Un):The same argument shows that AdR0o�Z2(U�1U0) doesn't belong toInt(R0 o� Z2; R�1 o� Z2).Proposition 19. Let R1 � R0 be the inclusion of type II1 factors correspondingto the cross product by the action of Z4 corresponding to a Z2 kernel that can't belifted to an action of Z2. We assume that the spectral projections correspondingto the selfadjoint unitary realizing the obstruction to lifting have trace 1=2. LetA = (L(Fk) 
 R�1) �R�1 R0. Let �(A) � Out(A) be the Connes' � invariant forA. We use the model for R�1 � R0 outlined in Lemma 5.Let B = Ao Z2, where the Z2-action on A is induced by � = AdA U2�1 2 �(A)(this action is an invariant for A as � represents the only copy of Z2 in �(A) =



26Z2 � Z2 liftable to a morphism of Z2 to Aut(A)). Let s be the dual action on thecross product. Let Q�1 = fR�1; U2�1g00, Q0 = fR0; U2�1g00.Then B is isomorphic to (L(Fk)
Q�1) �Q�1 Q0:Moreover, we have the following decomposition for s :s = (sAd U0U�1)(Ad U�0U��1) = s1s2;where s1 = sAd U0U�1 2 Int (B), s2 = Ad U�0U��1 2 Ct(B). In addition s2i = Ad h,with h = U20 g 2 A and si(h) = �h.Proof. The proof of this statement follows, by using Lemma 18, from the isomor-phism we constructed in Proposition 2 from �(M;N) onto �((L(Fk)
N) �N M).This ends the proof.3. The non-isomorphism of the two algebras havingthe invariant � equal to Z2 � Z2The decomposition, obtained in Proposition 19, for the dual action of Z2 into analmost inner part and a centrally trivial part on the algebra B = AoZ2 prevents Afrom being isomorphic to Jones' example ([Jo2], in analogy with the constructionin [Co3]). Note that in both of this examples the Connes' � invariant is equal, asan abstract group, to Z2 � Z2. Moreover, in both cases, exactly one of the copiesof Z2, has no obstruction to lifting to an action of Z2.As in the Connes's original proof (see also [Jo2]), the � invariant carries addi-tional information, coming from its position into Out. This additional informationis revealed by taking the cross product with the Z2 action.We recall the Jones' example (constructed in analogy with [Co4]). One considersN = (L(FN )
 R0)o Z2 for a suitable action .The Z2 action is de�ned as follows. Let � be a Z2 kernel on L(Fk) with �2 =AdL(Fk)(e), �(e) = �e trace 1=2 in L(Fk). Similarly, R = R0 = fg; U0; U1; :::g00,while � = AdR0(U�1U0), �2 = AdR0(g);, �(g) = �g. The Z2 action  on M =L(FN )
 R0 is constructed as follows = (Ad[L(FN )
R0]W )(�
 �);



27whereW is any square root of e
g in the �xed point algebra of �
� in the algebraL(FN )
 R0.Then, by the Connes's exact sequence in ([Co4]), we have that �(N)= Z2� Z2,where, for exactly one of the two copies of Z2 in �(N) � Out (N); there existsno obstruction for lifting to an action on N . By [Co4] (see also [Jo2]) this copy(denoted by ̂) corresponds to the dual Z2 action for N = (L(FN )
R0)o Z2. ByTakesaki duality ([Ta]) we get:Proposition 20. With the above notations, the dual action ~ on the cross productNôZ2, has a decomposition of the form: ~ = t1t2Ad W; where t1 2 Ct (NôZ2);t2 2 Int (N ô Z2). Moreover there exist selfadjoint unitaries f i = f i+ � ei�, withf i� projections of trace 1/2, so that t2i = Ad f i , ti(f i) = �f i, ti(f j) = f j ; i 6= j.Proof. Indeed this decomposition comes from the fact that in �(N) the copyof Z2 corresponding to an action (by Connes's exact sequence) is exactly the dualaction of Z2 on the cross product in (L(FN ) 
 R0) o Z2. By Takesaki duality,N ô Z2 is isomorphic to (L(FN )
 R0)
 B(l2(Z2));with the dual action on the cross product being unitary equivalent to  
 �Z2 (�Z2is the left regular representation of Z2 on l2(Z2).This ends the proof.The information about the decomposition of the dual action of Z2 into centrallytrivial part and a part in the closure of inner automorphism is now su�cient todistinguish in between the two algebras.Theorem 21. Let R1 � R0 be the inclusion of type II1 factors corresponding tothe cross product by the action of Z4 corresponding to a Z2 kernel that can't belifted to an action of Z2. We assume that the spectral projections, correspondingto the selfadjoint unitary realizing the obstruction to lifting, have trace 1=2. LetA = (L(Fk)
R�1) �R�1 R0. Let N be the subfactor constructed in [Jo2] which hasthe � invariant isomorphic to Z2 � Z2.With the above notation, N is not isomorphic to A = (L(Fk)
 R�1) �R�1 R0:Proof. Assume the contrary. Then B = AoZ2 andNoZ2 = (L(FN )
R0)oZ2would be isomorphic (since in each of the two cases the Z2 action is canonical as



28the Z2 action is determined in each of the two cases by the � invariant). Moreover,under that assumption it would follow that the corresponding dual actions on thecross products by Z2 would have the same image in Out, and thus by [Co1], wemay assume that they are equal.Since in N = (L(FN )
R0)o Z2, the decomposition of an automorphism as theproduct of a centrally trivial automorphism and an almost inner automorphism,is unique (modulo inner automorphisms), it would follow that the decompositions = s1s2 (regarded as an action of Z4 � Z4) is outer conjugate to the similaraction described by t1; t2 in the preceding lemma. But this is impossible becausethe two actions have di�erent characteristic invariants (see [Jo3]). This is becauset1(f2) = f2; (ti)2 = Ad f i , while, with the notations in Proposition 19, si(h) =�h; s2i = Ad h (and also [s1; s2] = 0).For the sake of the completeness we include an ad-hoc argument for this lastassertion (instead of referring to [Jo3]).So assume to get a contradiction, that in the group Out, the following equalityholds true: s1s2=t1t2. Hence, for some unitary W , we have thatt1t2AdW = s1s2and hence there exists a unitary w so thatt1Adw = s1; Adw�t2AdW = s2:Hence s1 = t1Adw1; s2 = Adw�2t2for some unitaries w1; w2.Moreover we havet2i = Adf i; ti(f i) = �f i; tj(f i) = f i; i; j = 1; 2; i 6= j:Moreover we know that s1; s2 commute.Then s21 = t21Adw1t1Adw1 = t21Ad(t�11 (w1)w1) = Ad(f1t�11 (w1)w1);s22 = Adw�2t2Adw�2t2 = Ad(w�2t2(w�2)f2):



29Note that
(5) s2(w�2t2(w�2)f2) = w�2(t2(wa2st)t22(w�2)t2(f2))w2= w�2(t2(w�2)f2w�2f2(�f2))w2= �w�2t2(w�2)f2:We want to exploit the commutativity hypothesis (i. e. that [s1; s2] = 0).We thus have t1Adw1Adw�2t2 = Adw�2t2t1Adw1;and hence fAd[t1(w1w�2)]gt1t2 = fAd[w�2t2t1(w1)]gt1t2:Hence Ad[t1(w1w�2)] = Ad[w�2t2t1(w1)];and therefore there exists a complex number � of absolute value 1 so thatt1t2(w1) = �w2t1(w1w�2);or equivalently(6) t1(w1w�2) = �w�2t1t2(w1):We want to determine the following quantity:s1(w�2t2(w�2)f2) = t1(Adw1(w�2t2(w�2)f2)) =t1(w1w�2t2(w�2)f2w�1) = t1(w1w�2)t1t2(w�2)f2t1(w�2):We would like (to get a contradiction) that this last expression is w�2t2(w�2)f2,i.e. we want to check that(8) t1(w1w�2)t1t2(w�2)f2t1(w�1) = w�2t2(w�2)f2;which is equivalent to[w2t1(w1w�2)]t1(t2(w�2))f2t1(w�2) = t2(w�2)f2:



30By using (6) we get the equivalent form to be checked�t1t2(w1)t1t2(w�2)f2t1(w�1) = t2(w�2)f2:Applying t2 both sides, we have to check successively�t1t22(w1w�2)t2(f2)t1t2(w�1) = t22(w�2)t2(f2);�t1(f2w1w�2f2)(�f2)t1t2(w�1) = f2w�2f2(�f2);�f2t1(w1w�2)t1t2(w�1) = f2w�2 :But t1(w1w�2) = �w�2t1t2(w�1) implies t1(w1w2)t1t2(w�1) = �w�2 , so that the rela-tion to be checked is equivalent tof2w�2 = f2w�2 :Thus if the relation s1s2 = t1t2 holds in Out then both relations (5) and (8) haveto hold true in the same time. But this is a clear contradiction. This completesthe proof, but we want to point that what we have checked in the last part of theproof is the following.What we have checked (by an ad-hoc argument) is a part of [Jo3]). We haveproved that for a cocycle perturbation of t1; t2 written as s1 = t1Adw1; s2 =Adw�2t2, we necessary have that s21 = Adg1, s22 = Adg2 for some selfadjoint unitariesg1; g2. Moreover si(gj) = �gj if i = j and si(gj) = gj if i 6= j.Because in fact si(gj) = �gj for all i; j, it follows that there is no cocycleperturbation from s1; s2 to t1; t2. Thus the factors N and B can not be isomorphic.This completes the proof.4. The factor constructed in [Jo2], with � invariant Z2 � Z2,is the enveloping algebra of an inclusion of free group factorsIn this section we use the tools provided by Voiculescu's random matrix model([Vo1]) for free group algebras to prove that the example considered in [Jo2] of atype II1 factor N having the � invariant equal to Z2�Z2 may be identi�ed with theenveloping algebra in the iterated basic construction A � B of free group factors.



31We will also show that this B is identi�ed with Ao� Z4, where � is a Z2 kernelon A with non-trivial obstruction to lifting. The spectral projections of the unitaryimplementing the obstruction have trace 1=2.In lemma 8 we showed that the subfactor A considered in Theorem 21 is theenveloping algebra of an inclusion of free group factors which also may be identi�edwith the cross product by Z4 with an action coming from a Z2-kernel with the sameproperties as �.It will then follow, by the non-isomorphism result in Theorem 21 that we foundin this way, two outer Z2 kernels on a free group factor which are not conjugate.In this way we accomplish the proof of the results announced in the introduction.Thus it remains to prove the following result:Theorem 22. Let N be the factor constructed in [Jo2]. Then there exist subalge-bras A � B in N so that A is isomorphic to L(Fk), B is the cross product Ao� Z4,where � is a Z2-kernel on A with non-trivial obstruction (to lifting). Moreover Nis the enveloping algebra for the inclusion A � B.Proof. We will do this into two steps. Step I consists of showing that N is theterm at the in�nity (in the iterated o Jones' basic construction) of an inclusion ofthe form A � B = Ao� Z4.We recall construction of N from above.The type II1 factor N is (L(Fk) 
 R0) o Z2, for the Z2 action  de�ned asfollows. Let � be a Z2 kernel on L(Fk) with �2 = AdL(Fk)(e), �(e) = �e where eis a selfadjoint unitary whose spectral projections e� have trace 1/2 in L(Fk).For the � action we use the following model: R = R0 = fg; U0; U1; :::g00, while� = AdR0(U�1U0), �2 = AdR0(g); �(g) = �g. The Z2 action  onM = L(FN )
R0is constructed as follows  = (AdL(FN )
R0W )(�
 �);whereW is any square root of e
g in the �xed point algebra of �
� in L(Fk)
R0.We need a more precise description for the action �. For that purpose we use theterminology introduced in ([Dy], [Ra1]) of free group factors with fractional numberof generators: we let k = 5=2 and hence L(Fk) = L(F5=2) has the free generators:X;Y; e with the following properties: X;Y are semicircular, while e is a selfadjoint



32unitary whose spectral projections e� have trace 1/2. We let � be de�ned by therequirement: �(X) = [AdL(F5=2)(e)](Y ); �(Y ) = X;�(e) = �e:Assume that g = g+ � g�. Then one may choose W to be equal toW = (e+g+ + e�g�) +p�1(e+g� + e+g�):Hence, W 2 = eg as W 2 = e+g� + e+g� � (e+g+ + e�g�) and(�
 1)(W ) = (e+g� + e+g�) +p�1(e+g+ + e�g�) = p�1W �;and (1
 �)(W ) = p�1W �:In particular (�
 �)(W ) =W .In N = M o Z2, we let p be the selfadjoint unitary implementing the crossproduct. Thus the spectral projection of p in N have trace 1=2.We then have that Adp(g) = �g; Adp(e) = �e;since [W; e] = 0; [W; g] = 0. Moreover:Adp(x) = AdW (�(x)); for all x 2 fX;Y g00;Adp(y) = AdW (�(y)); for all y 2 fU0; U1; :::g00:We want to see the action of AdU0 on this elements. We note thatpU0p = W�(U0)W � = p�1WU0W �:But U0gU�0 = �g and hence U0g�U�0 = g� and consequentlyU0WU�0 = p�1W �; hence U0W �U�0 = �p�1W:Thus pU0p = p�1WU0W � = p�1W (�p�1)WU0 =W 2U0:



33Thus U0pU�0 = pW 2 = peg:Thus we may describe the action of U0 on the algebraA = fX;Y; e; p; gg00;as follows: AdU0(X) = X; AdU0(Y ); AdU0(e) = e;AdU0(g) = �g; AdU0(p) = peg:This implies that (AdU0)2 acts identically on fX;Y; e; gg, while(AdU0)2(p) = AdU0(peg) = (peg)e(�g) = �p:Thus (AdAU0)2 = AdAg;(since AdAg(p) = �p, while AdAg acts identically on X;Y; e; g).Moreover, since AdU0(g) = �g it follows that, at least algebraically, the algebraB = (A [ fU0g)00 is identi�ed with the cross product AoAdAU0 Z4 with U0 imple-menting the cross product. Moreover AdAU0 implements on A an Z2-outer kernelwith obstruction to lifting.The only condition that remains to be checked is that any monomial in thevariables fX;Y; e; g; p; U0g may be written by using only one occurrence of U0 tosome power. We will also have to check that any such monomial has zero trace ifthe power of U0 is not a multiple of 4.Because we already know that p implements a cross product any such monomialwill be of the form pm or m where m belongs to L(F5=2)
R0. By the constructionof R0, U0 may be used at most once in m. Also by the de�nition of the trace onthe cross product the trace of a monomial of the form mp is zero. For a monomialof the type m we are back in the case of R0 where the statement holds.Moreover it is clear that the unitaries U1; U2; ::: will implement the consecutiveterms in the iterated basic construction of A � A oAdAU0 Z4. This completes theproof of the �rst step.We collect what we found so far in a form of a Corollary.



34Corollary 23. Let N be the example constructed in [Jo2] of a type II1 factorhaving �(N) = Z2 � Z2. Then N is the term at the in�nity of the iteration ofJones's basic construction in an inclusion of the form A � Ao�Z4, where � is a Z2outer kernel on A (that is �2 = AdAg, g a selfadjoint unitary in A with �(g) = �gand so that his spectral projections have trace 1=2).By using the notation we introduced above in the �rst step of the proof, we havethat A = fX;Y; e; p; gg and we are given a trace on this algebra with respect towhich X;Y; e are free, X;Y are semicircular, e; g; p are selfadjoint unitaries whosespectral projections e�; g�; p� have trace 1=2.Let W = (e+g+ + e�g�) + p�1(e+g� + e+g�); so that W 2 = eg. Then gcommutes with fX;Y; eg and AdAp(e) = �e;AdAp(g) = �g. Moreover[AdAp](X) = [AdAW ](AdAe(Y ))= [g+AdA(e+ �p�1e�)(Y )] + [g�Ad(e+ +p�1e�)(Y )]and[AdAp](Y ) = [AdAW ](X) = [g+Ad(e++p�1e�)(X)]+ [g�AdA(e+�p�1e�)(X)]:Moreover the trace on the algebra A is described as follows:If any monomial in X;Y; e; p; g contains p then the trace is zero. If the monomialdoesn't contain p then the trace is the same as the trace on fX;Y; eg00 
 fgg00:We claim that in this conditions, the algebra A is a a free group factor (eventuallywith a fractional number of generators, as in [Dy],[Ra1]).Proof. This will also complete the proof of step II of our lemma. The proof isbased on the Voiculescu's random matrix model introduced in [Vo1].The proof of this is again in two steps. We will give an explicit random matrixmodel for the algebra A and then by using this model we will show that A is a freegroup factor.The model is as follows: note that by ([Jo1]) the selfadjoint unitaries fe; p; gggenerate a copy ofM2(C )�M2(C ), with the minimal projections of trace 1=4. TakeM2(C ) �M2(C ) � M4(C ) and assume that we are using a system of matrix units(eij)i;j=1;:::;4 so that the �rst copy is generated by e12 while the second is generated



35by e34. Let D be any W �-algebra with �nite trace � , containing the free elementsa; b; c; d; f where a; c; e; f are semicircular, while b; d are circular.We let in M4(C ) �M4(C ) 
D:e+ = e22 + e33; g+ = e11 + e33; p = 12(Re (e12) + Re (e34)):With this choice e; p; g verify our conditions. We letX = a
 e11 + c
 e22 + e
 e33 + f 
 e44 + 2Re (b
 e14) + 2Re (d
 e23);or by using matrix notation X = 0B@ a 0 0 b0 c d 00 d� e 0b� 0 0 f 1CA :Clearly, we have that X is free with e given in matrix notation ase+ = 0B@ 0 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 01CA ;and X commutes with g given in matrix notation asg+ = 0B@ 1 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 01CA :We recall that W = (e+g++ e�g�)+p�1(e+g�+ e+g�). We have to �nd thatY = AdA(pW )(X). Now e�g� = e44, e+g+ = e33, e�g+ = e11, e+g� = e22. Hencep;W are given in matrix notation asp = 0B@ 0 1 0 01 0 0 00 0 0 10 0 1 01CA ;



36 W = 0B@p�1 0 0 00 p�1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 11CA :Hence the matrix expression for Y isY = 0B@ c 0 0 (�p�1)d0 a p�1b 00 (�p�1)b� f 0p�1d 0 0 e 1CA :Since a; b; c; d; e; f is a free family it follows that X;Y; e are free with respect tothe unique (normalized) trace on M4(C ) 
 D. Moreover, X;Y; e are (probability)independent (with respect to the trace) to g. Finally if we have any monomial pmcontaining a p (which necessary occurs only once). Then m commutes with g, soit has the form m = 0B@ � 0 � 00 � 0 �� 0 � 00 � 0 �1CA :When we hit this operator with p we get something with zero on the diagonal andthus of null trace. This completes the matrix model for the algebra A.To show that A is a free group factor (it is clearly a factor) we reduce A by theprojection e22 + e33. The reduced algebra is then generated by e23 and c 
 e22 +2Re (d 
 e23) + e 
 e33 and a similar element involving a; b; f . By [Vo1], this isM2(C ) 
 L(F2) which if we further reduce it by e33 is a free group algebra.The last part of the argument can me made more precise by determining (as in[Dy], [Ra1]) the exact number of generators to show that A is L(F11=4). If from thebeginning we add to the generators of L(F5=2) a number of generators on which �acts trivially, then we could get any number of generators for A (bigger than 11/4).This completes the proof. References[Ch] M. Choda , H. Kosaki, Strongly outer actions for an inclusion of factors, J.Funct. Analysis 122 (1994), 315-332.
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